
To the Planning Inspectorate 

In answer Q2.7.2.1 

Section b: 

I believe Jonas Seafood Ltd is a special case in this instance. 

The minimum crab landing size for this area (Ices Division IVb 
special area) is 115 mm. The minimum landing size for 
elsewhere in the UK is 140mm as a rule and 130mm in some 
other areas. 

This makes the crab caught in this area unique as they are 
much smaller. This crab does not command the same price as 
elsewhere in the UK as there is very little demand from the 
export market for smaller crab. Jonas Seafoods have built 
their processing methods and market on the generally 
reliable supply of these smaller crabs, contributing to the 
survival and economic stability of the Norfolk crab fishery. 

The processing of crab is a very manual process as they are 
hand-picked. Hand-picking a smaller crab is of course slower 
and requires an experienced crab picker (or dresser). 

Jonas Seafood started in 1995 (becoming incorporated in 
2004). Over 28 years we have build-up a workforce with the 
necessary hand skills to process these smaller crab. 

Buying crab from out of the area is not an option as they 
command a higher price and in any case those fishermen 
already have an existing customer base. 

It is a case of inter-dependence, we need these fishermen 
(and these smaller crabs) and the local fishermen need us to 



buy crab for which there is no readily available, alternative 
market. 

We have a factory that was built in 2013 to process crab. The 
cooker/cooler chilling and processing equipment, everything 
we have invested is for crab or lobster production. We are 
BRC accredited, meaning we can sell into all UK retail. We can 
cook up to 7 tonne of crab per day, meaning we are always 
able to buy crab at times of heavy fishing. (We freeze whole 
crab down for usage throughout the year). This is an 
important for the local fishermen knowing that they are 
always able to sell all of their catch. We are open 12 months 
of the year for crab intake. 

We cannot simply switch to another product as this would 
require substantial equipment .For instance a whelk 
cooking/crushing operation would require very substantial 
investment, and extension of our factory, and again, 
fishermen have an existing customer base for these products. 

I understand that the applicant cannot compensate for every 
potential lack of earnings down the supply chain. In our case 
we are very different. We are a vital part of this local crab 
and lobster fishing industry, which I believe all parties would 
like to see continue after the construction of these 
windfarms. If we were to cease trading because of a lack of 
supply, the local industry would be in much worse shape. 

I am a local man (born and raised in Cromer), a former 
fisherman, who has spent all my working life building and 
running this business. I would like it to continue after my 
retirement.  



Fishermen obviously need to be compensated for lack of 
access to fishing grounds during construction/survey periods 
but without some financial support it is difficult to see how 
we can continue. Part (a) of this response lays out the effect 
of the lack of supply during the last construction phases of 
local wind farms, it has taken us three years to get back on 
track and pay off loans - taken out to cover the shortfall on 
earnings because of a lack of supply. 

I would ask the applicant to take note of our difficult unique 
position. 

Best regards 

 

Kevin Jonas 
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